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Most of us can't imagine what it would be like to not have a home. T o wander around, with no set
destination, no regular meals, bathing facility or roof over our head.

Unfortunately, homelessness is very real and while most southern Oklahoma residents don't see
much evidence of the problem, it's here.

Area service agencies can attest to the problem and the numbers. In fact, this summer, T he Grace
Center, an Ardmore day shelter that offers services to the homeless, saw an increase in the
number of people using their services.

According to Grace Center Executive Director Lesley Dvorak, the number peaked in August with 61
people using the center to seek transportation to another city. Additionally, 292 individuals used
the center's showers in August, last year the number was 225 and there's no duplication - an
indication that the homeless number is on the rise.

Many homeless people are transient, they migrate from town to town based on weather,
transportation and available resources. Some have a destination in mind where they can seek help
from family and friends. Others are locals that may be dealing with unemployment, under-
employment, temporary housing issues and/or mental health issues. And unfortunately, our area
has a great many teens that are chronically homeless, but use local resources in addition to couch
surfing.

Dvorak said that peak service times tend to be during the hottest days of summer and the coldest
days in winter, when seeking relief from the elements may be life saving.

In Ardmore, we do deal with a homeless issue in the downtown area, but the problem can be fairly
invisible to other community members.

T here are no easy answers to the problem and we're fortunate to have a number of service
agencies available to provide support and services for those in need. However, they also have to
have resources.

United Way is a great charitable investment that spreads the wealth across a number of agencies,
many churches have specific charitable works they support through volunteerism and financial
support and of course each agency has its own mechanism for financial, merchandise or volunteer
donations.

If you're blessed with a nice home, financial stability and friends and family, give thanks and pay it
forward. Sometimes it just takes a small hand up to tilt a person onto a positive path rather than a



slide into the abyss of hopelessness."
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